
     Be Glad for Today (Lyrics) 

 

(Hook) (2 times) 

Be glad for today 

Stay up U, in the now activate God's power 

Be glad for today, stay up U 

 

(Verse) 

Almost universally agree the reconciliation biblical 

Still they find a way to dis a lyrical peace 

They push oppression no confession beast 

G. O. D. Released over time to feel the least 

 

The point in the first place even way back starin' at the haters while they carried on, maybe they lacked 

Internal resources takin' peace courses  

we motivate (echo) 

 

It's all a stand for something or fall for anything logic flow building what we know so the seeds can 
handle dough (by the way F.L.O.W. Hiphop logic translation is truth revealing…a 2x awakening) 

Most times who you know and where ya been don't know everything so we peacin' as we go 

 

Goes as it does with apocalyptic hosts let me scribble knowledge we know God's close 

Sweeping change any range in the air like a ghost 

Light the word…. coast to coast 

 

 

 

 



(Hook) 

Be glad for today 

Stay up U, in the now activate God's power 

Be glad for today, stay up U (2 times) 

 

(Verse) 

Because we Nonstop (echo) how it's gotta be 

Early good stays thats that feelin' free 

Relatively basically nobody agrees until 1st Thessalonians 4:17..one! 

(We meet God's Spirit in the Air...with God's reap n sow always) 

 

Always a need for balance air community  

find your heart is our advice to any foolery  

they can calm down now learnin unity  

dealing with it too, more than you and me 

 

Hope beyond the dis and the scarcity driven relationships 

Peace to all the squats how we working through vacation kids 

Work with that one love how we liftin' lids  

sleep tight light power love is love always did 

 

Let the water over the rocks churn things through 

Patience is the essence of the process real true 

Team one word bond nothing new 

Iron sharpens iron to the closest 1 crew 

 

 

 



(Hook) (2 times) 

Be glad for today 

Stay up U, in the now activate God's power 

Be glad for today, stay up U 

 

 

Outro 

 

We wanna say peace to “We could work there”  

Here’s to Early good motivates, we’ll keep resting, motivating and resting 

Peace to “Let me scribble knowledge”, we appreciate everything 

And here’s to new channeling awareness on Earth. Peace (echo) 


